# Get More at Market With FreshMatch

## When using SNAP/EBT:

1. **Go to the orange Market Info Tent and tell the staff you want to spend your SNAP/EBT.**

2. **Hand your SNAP/EBT card to staff or enter your card number and select the amount you’d like to spend, using your PIN.**

3. **Receive purple SNAP/EBT coupons and a dollar-for-dollar match of white FreshMatch coupons.**

4. **Shop for SNAP-eligible foods with your SNAP/EBT coupons. Shop for fruits and vegetables with your FreshMatch coupons.**

## When using FMNP:

1. **Spend your FMNP checks or electronic benefits with eligible farmers. Get a receipt for your purchase.**

2. **Take your receipt to the Market Info Tent.**

3. **Exchange the receipt at the Info Tent for red FreshMatch coupons.**

4. **Shop for fruits and vegetables at market with your FreshMatch coupons.**
Get More at Market With FreshMatch

Spend SNAP/EBT and FMNP benefits at market and receive extra FreshMatch coupons to purchase fruits and vegetables.

FreshMatch provides a dollar-for-dollar match on SNAP/EBT purchases (max $30 per day/per transaction) and on WIC/Senior FMNP purchases (max $10 per day/per transaction).

Questions? Ask market staff, call 202-391-7353, or email foodaccess@freshfarm.org.
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What can I buy with FreshMatch?
Spend your FreshMatch (white and red) coupons on fresh fruits and vegetables and cut herbs.

SNAP (purple) coupons can be spent on all SNAP-eligible groceries.

Where can I use FMNP?
WIC/Senior FMNP match availability varies per location. Please check with market staff to find out if you can receive FreshMatch when spending your WIC/Senior FMNP benefits at market.

Where can I use FreshMatch?
Find a market in DC, MD, or VA here:

My market doesn't give me coupons?
Some mobile markets or farm partners may operate FreshMatch as a discount at their register or use tokens instead of coupons. They can still accept coupons if you have them from another market! Check with market staff at the register or at the Market Info Tent for more information.